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I
ntercalation of atoms or molecules in
between an epitaxial graphene layer
and its substrate has become an inten-

sively studied topic. This strong interest is
driven by the unique opportunities to mod-
ify its binding, to decouple graphene from
its substrate,1�9 to perform or suppress
chemistry under graphene,10,11 to enable
exfoliation,12 or to bestow it with entirely
new properties mediated by the intercala-
tion layer.
For graphene flakes on Ru(0001);

strongly bound to the substrate;oxygen
intercalation upon exposure to molecular
oxygen has been intensely studied by mi-
croscopy and spectroscopy.10,11,13 For tem-
peratures around 600 K and below, where
oxygen etching is absent, intercalation pro-
ceeds from the edges of graphene flakes
toward the interior with a phase boundary
separating intercalated and noninterca-
lated graphene areas.10,11 The saturated in-
tercalation phase is assigned to a p(2� 1)-O
structure sandwiched between Ru(0001)
and graphene.5,10 During intercalation, Star-
odub et al.11 observed two well-defined
fronts in low energy electron microscopy
(LEEM), which they speculate to be linked to
O-phases below graphene with low and
high O concentrations. From their LEEM
movies, Sutter et al.10 concluded that the
rate limiting step for oxygen intercalation is
the decoupling of graphene from the sub-
strate at the reaction front.
For graphene on Ir(111), intercalation of

oxygen upon exposure tomolecular oxygen
has only been studied in the context of
graphene etching by Starodub et al.11 On
the basis of their observations at elevated
temperatures, the authors concluded that
direct attack of graphene by intercalated
oxygen is the main route for graphene
etching on Ir(111).

In addition, two independent studies by
Vinogradov et al.14 and Larciprete et al.15

used reactive O radicals to study the oxida-
tion of graphene resting on Ir(111). Both
studies concluded that epoxy groups
(C�O�C) are formed, but they disagreed
about the existence and XPS-fingerprints of
intercalated oxygen.
Here, for graphene on Ir(111), weakly

bound to the substrate, we investigate the
intercalation of oxygen underneath gra-
phene in a temperature range below the
onset of graphene etching. Moreover, we
take advantage of our ability to tailor the
morphology of graphene on Ir(111) in a
controlled way. We prepare a perfectly
closed graphene layer as a reference and
investigate intercalation underneath gra-
phene flakes with circle equivalent (CE)
diameters of the order of 10�100 nm, two
to three orders of magnitude less than the
size of the flakes investigated in the LEEM
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ABSTRACT Using

X-ray photoemission spec-

troscopy (XPS) and scan-

ning tunneling microscopy

(STM) we resolve the

temperature-, time-, and

flake size-dependent in-

tercalation phases of oxygen underneath graphene on Ir(111) formed upon exposure to

molecular oxygen. Through the applied pressure of molecular oxygen the atomic oxygen

created on the bare Ir terraces is driven underneath graphene flakes. The importance of

substrate steps and of the unbinding of graphene flake edges from the substrate for the

intercalation is identified. With the use of CO titration to selectively remove oxygen from the

bare Ir terraces the energetics of intercalation is uncovered. Cluster decoration techniques are

used as an efficient tool to visualize intercalation processes in real space.

KEYWORDS: X-ray photoemission spectroscopy .
scanning tunneling microscopy . graphene . oxygen intercalation . Ir(111)
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studies mentioned above.10,11 The graphene fabri-
cated for our experiments is virtually defect-free dis-
playing the characteristic (9.32 � 9.32) incommen-
surate moiré superstructure.16,17 Such phase pure gra-
phene, without misoriented sheets18,19, is essential for
our studies, as we apply XPS as a laterally averaging
technique to identify chemical processes. At the tem-
peratures, pressures, and exposures investigated, oxy-
gen does not dissolve into the bulk of Ir and therefore
the system under concern is a true two-dimensional
(2D) system.20

Armed with such a well-defined system, the chemi-
cal sensitivity of XPS, and the detailed atomic scale
view of STM we are able to answer the following
fundamental questions: What are the fingerprints of
intercalation in XPS and STM? Are there several distin-
guishable intercalation phases and what are their
characteristics? What is the rate limiting step for oxy-
gen intercalation and how does it depend on flake
morphology? Is the intercalation probability a function
of graphene flake size? Is there an effect of substrate
steps on intercalation? Is there an energy gain asso-
ciated with the intercalation of oxygen? How does
intercalation depend on an applied molecular oxygen
pressure?
Using in situ XPS and STM during intercalation as

well as Pt-cluster decoration techniques we develop a
complete picture of the kinetics and energetics of
oxygen intercalation under graphene on Ir(111). The
kinetic principles and the importance of graphene
delamination to understand the energetics of interca-
lation are believed to hold for many epitaxial graphene
systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the first part of the manuscript we determine the
XPS fingerprints of intercalation under graphene flakes
with CE diameters of 10�100 nm. In Figure 1 we display
the C 1s spectra of a 0.5 ( 0.1 ML graphene/Ir(111)
surface before (lowest spectra) and after oxygen expo-
sure at stepwise increasing temperatures.
Before oxygen exposure, the 0.5ML spectrum can be

fitted by a single component (CIr) at 284.09 ( 0.05 eV
with identical Gaussian and Lorentzian full width at
half-maximum (GFWHM and LFWHM) of 0.16 eV. This
width is in agreement with our earlier studies, where
we also established that the height modulation of the
graphene layer can be correlated with a 140 meV
modulation of the C 1s core level shift (CLS).21

For the 0.5 ML graphene flakes oxygen exposure up
to 355 K leads to the development of a low binding
energy shoulder, whereas higher temperatures result
in a new C 1s component (C3) positioned at 283.64 (
0.02 eV, a shift of �0.45 ( 0.02 eV compared to the CIr
component of pristine graphene. The two intermedi-
ate components C1 and C2 (shifted �0.17 ( 0.03 eV,
respectively �0.34 ( 0.03 eV compared to CIr), also

seen in Figure 1, were introduced since it is impossible
to fit the C 1s spectra after oxygen exposure with only
one CIr and one C3 component. They both have the
same width parameters as the CIr component. We note
that binding energies and estimated error bars of the
CIr, C1, C2, and C3 components are based on a number
of experiments. The assignment of the C1 and C2
components will be discussed below, after we ana-
lyzed the nature of the C3 component. Following
oxygen exposure at 400 K the C3 component fully
dominates the spectrum. The GFWHM of the new C3
component is 0.11 eV and thus reduced 31% with
respect to the CIr component of pristine graphene.
Since the GFWHMof graphene is coupled to the height
modulation of the film above the Ir(111) surface,21 the
decreased width suggests that the height modulation
is reduced upon oxygen exposure at 400 K. The peak
area of the C3 component after oxygen exposure at
400 K is, within the error limits, identical to the peak
area of the CIr component of the pristine graphene.
Therefore, we conclude that etching of graphene has
not yet started. Since O2 dosing at 400 K leads to one
singleC1s component,with a�0.45 eVCLS,we conclude
that all C-atoms are chemically equivalent after oxygen
exposure. Further, the identical intensity of pristine and
oxygen exposed graphene and the decreased C 1s width
after oxygen exposure suggest that the chemically
equivalent C-atoms are located in an intact graphene
film. Finally, it is obvious from Figure 1 that the develop-
ment of the C3 component is strongly temperature
dependent and only fully developed at 400 K.
For a perfectly closed 1 ML graphene layer with no

bare Ir, we find after oxygen exposure at temperatures

Figure 1. XP-spectra of the C 1s region of 0.5 ML graphene/
Ir(111). The sample was exposed to 750 L of O2 at stepwise
increasing temperature, as indicated in the figure. The
pristine graphene film is shown in the lowest spectra. The
experimental spectra are shown as black dots, the fits as
solid lines, and the filled curves represent the components
of each fit. The dashed lines are the fitted binding energy
positions.
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up to 700 K that the peak position, FWHM, and peak
area remains unchanged (see Figure S1 in the Support-
ing Information). This holds even for oxygen pressures
up to 10�3 mbar. After oxygen exposure at 700 K STM
imaging confirms the structural and chemical integrity
of the 1 ML graphene, being indistinguishable from
pristine graphene (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). However, for a graphene layer with small
pinholes always a C3 component arises well below
700 K. Thus, the C3 component as well as the C2 and C1
components are unique for a situation where at least
small patches of Ir(111) are uncovered by graphene.
In earlier XPS studies of atomic oxygen adsorption

onto graphene/Ir(111)14,15 epoxy groups were identi-
fied and assigned to a C 1s component with a binding
energyof 284.6�285.9 eV. Theabsenceof anypeak in this
energy interval shows that no epoxy groups are formed
when monolayer and submonolayer graphene films are
exposed to molecular oxygen. The C3 component we
observe at 283.64 eV must therefore originate from
another oxygen related carbon species on the surface.
Figure 2a,b show the Ir 4f7/2 core level spectra of

Ir(111) supporting 0.5 ML graphene and clean Ir(111),
before (lower) and after oxygen exposure at 400 K
(upper). Initially both spectra consist of one Ir 4f7/2 bulk
component (IrB) at 60.81 eV and one surface compo-
nent (Ir0) shifted �0.50 eV with a GFWHM of 0.25 eV
and a LFWHM of 0.21 eV consistent with the data of Ng
et al.22 Upon oxygen exposure of the 0.5 ML film the
iridium surface component, Ir0, decreases to 3% of its

initial value. Therefore, 97% of all Ir(111) surface atoms,
with and without graphene atop, are affected by the
oxygen dosing. As the Ir0 component disappears two
new components appear, one at lower binding energy
(�0.19 eV) compared to bulk, called Ir1, and one at
higher binding energy (þ0.30 eV), called Ir2. The CLS of
the two new oxygen induced features Ir1 and Ir2 in
Figure 2a are identical with thosemeasured for oxygen
on Ir(111) upon room temperature oxygen exposure,
seen in Figure 2b. Previous studies23,24 have shown
that exposure ofmolecular oxygenonto Ir(111) leads to
dissociation and formation of rotatedmicrodomains of
a defective p(2 � 1) structure with oxygen atoms ad-
sorbed in the 3-fold hollow sites. In a p(2� 1) structure
Ir surface atoms are bound either to one oxygen atom
or to two oxygen atoms. This gives rise to the two
components, Ir1, and Ir2.

24 We therefore tentatively
conclude that oxygen intercalated the graphene flakes
with a defective p(2� 1) structure;the same structure
as formed on bare Ir(111);and substantiate this con-
clusion in the following by a careful analysis of the Ir
components for situations with different graphene
coverages.
By normalizing the intensity of the Ir0, Ir1, and Ir2

components in Figure 2a to the total surface intensity,
the coverage of the respective types of Ir surface atoms
can be calculated to be: θ0 = 0.03ML, θ1 = 0.70ML, and
θ2 = 0.27 ML. Since each oxygen atom adsorbed forms
three bonds with the Ir surface atoms, the oxygen
coverage θOx is simply one-third of the sum of the
coverages of surface atoms, each multiplied by their
number of bonds to oxygen atoms: θOx =

1/3 3 (0 3 θ0 þ
1 3 θ1 þ 2 3 θ2) = 0.41( 0.02 ML. In a similar experiment
for a graphene coverage of 0.95 ML exposed to 750 L
O2 at 460 K we get 1/3 3 (0 3 0.00 ML þ 1 3 0.71 ML þ
2 3 0.29 ML) = 0.43 ( 0.02 ML (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information). Note, for the 0.95 ML cover-
age photoelectron attenuation by graphene atop is not
an issue as we compare relative intensities of Ir atoms
nearly all underneath graphene. The coexistence of Ir1
and Ir2 atoms on O-saturated samples with 0.5 and
0.95 ML graphene coverage is unambiguous evidence
for a defective p(2� 1)-O structure. These components
only appear when oxygen atoms are placedwith single
and double Ir�Ir spacing to Ir(111) 3-fold hollow sites.
Further, the existence of large areas of p(2 � 2)-O
structure is ruled out by the complete disappearance of
the Ir0 component, as it would give rise to a significant
amount of Ir0 atoms [25% for 1 ML of p(2 � 2)-O]. For
reference, curve fitting of the oxygen exposed Ir(111)
surface without graphene [Figure 2b] reveals the fol-
lowing coverages: θ0 = 0.01 ML, θ1 = 0.62 ML, and θ2 =
0.37 ML which results in θOx = 0.45 ( 0.02 ML. Thus,
within the error limits we obtain the identical oxygen
coverages, independent of graphene coverage.
Bianchi et al.24 found a slightly lower saturation

coverage of θOx = 0.38 ML at 80 K on Ir(111). In contrast

Figure 2. Ir 4f7/2 spectrum of (a) 0.5 ML graphene/Ir(111)
and (b) clean Ir(111). The lower spectra of panels a and b are
taken before and the upper ones after exposure to 750 L of
O2. The 0.5 ML graphene was exposed at 400 K and the
Ir(111) at room temperature. The experimental spectra are
shown as black dots, the fits as solid lines, and the filled
curves represent the components of the fit.
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to our method this saturation coverage was found by
extrapolating the Ir0 curve to zero coverage and fixing
the corresponding O 1s signal to 1/3 ML. The intensity
of the Ir0, Ir1, and Ir2 components at saturation cover-
age are, however, also reported in the work of Bianchi
et al. On the basis of their values and our method for
calculating the oxygen coverage we obtain 1/3 3 (0 3 0.06
ML þ 1 3 0.58 ML þ 2 3 0.37 ML) = 0.44 ML, within the
error limits identical to our value.
The fact that oxygen exposure at 400 K (0.5 ML)�

460 K (0.95ML) leads to chemically equivalent C-atoms,
with a CLS of �0.45 eV, a disappearance of the Ir0
component on graphene covered Ir(111), within the
limits of error, identical oxygen coverages and binding
energy positions Ir1 and Ir2 irrespective of the gra-
phene coverage up to 0.95 ML can only be explained if
oxygen intercalates the graphene flakes at these tem-
peratures. On the bais of these observations we assign
the C3 component in the C 1s spectrum to graphene
detached from the Ir(111) surface by an intercalated,
defective, p(2 � 1)-O layer. Further evidence for the
structural assignment of the C3 component comes
from the low energy electron diffraction (LEED) image
of the O-intercalated 0.95 ML graphene that displays
clearly visible half order diffraction spots with respect
to the first order Ir(111) ones (see Figure S4 in the
Supporting Information). In addition, we note that a
negative C 1s CLS upon oxygen intercalation both is
consistent with less strongly bound graphene and a
net hole doping of the graphene sheet by the oxygen
(see the Supporting Information for a longer discussion
of the origin of the C 1s CLS for the C3 component).
Finally, our assignment is supported by theO 1s core

level spectra of fully O-intercalated graphene and
O-covered Ir(111), which reveals an identical O 1s peak
position at 529.9 eV (see Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). For a perfectly closed 1 ML graphene
layer no oxygen signal was observed, neither before
nor after oxygen exposure at a temperature up to 700 K.
Since the binding energy of the O 1s peak originating
from the p(2� 1)-O structure on Ir(111) is independent
of whether or not a graphene flake is located above we
conclude that the oxygen-atoms bind to the Ir sub-
strate and if at all, only interact weakly with graphene.
We did not observe any O 1s features at 531.1 eV
(epoxy groups) and 532.4 eV (ethers) in contrast to
the studies of atomic oxygen on graphene/Ir(111),14,15

further confirming that oxygen is not adsorbed on the
graphene, but rather on the metal surface.
After assigning the C3 component we continue with

the analysis of the C1 component that dominates the C
1s spectrum taken after oxygen exposure at 355 K (see
Figure 1). Curve fitting of this C 1s spectrum reveals the
following relative intensities: CIr (43%), C1 (52%), and C2
(5%). From fitting the corresponding Ir 4f7/2 spectrum
(θ0 = 0.39ML θ1 = 0.51ML, θ2 = 0.10ML) we find a total
oxygen coverage of 0.24 ( 0.02 ML. As half of the

surface area is bare Ir with a saturation coverage of
0.45 ML determined earlier, 0.24 ML� 0.5� 0.45 ML =
0.015 ML of the total oxygen coverage is left for inter-
calation under the graphene flakes. As the flakes cover
only half the surface area, the local coverage under the
graphene flakes is twice as large, that is, amounts to
0.03 ML. Note that we subtract here large numbers
with substantial errors resulting in an uncertainty of the
order of 100% for the oxygen concentration under-
neath the graphene flakes. Nevertheless, on the basis
of this estimatewe assign the C1 component in Figure 1
to a dilute oxygen lattice gas. Referring to Figure 1 it is
evident that the C1 component develops at tempera-
tures between 315 and 355 K. We explain this observa-
tion by the onset of mobility of the O-adatoms within
this temperature interval.
After oxygen exposure at 375 K the C 1s spectrum in

Figure 1 is dominated by the C2 (46%) and C3 (42%)
components. Curve fitting of the corresponding Ir 4f7/2
spectrum reveals the following relative coverages: θ0 =
0.10 ML, θ1 = 0.83 ML, and θ2 = 0.08 ML, giving θOx =
0.33 ML. As before we can calculate the average
O-coverage below graphene at 375 K as (0.33 ML �
0.225 ML)/0.5 = 0.21 ML. This oxygen coverage sug-
gests that oxygen intercalates graphene fully at 375 K
and the average O-coverage is similar to the one of a
p(2 � 2) structure. We therefore tentatively assign the
C2 component to a p(2 � 2) structure formed below
graphene.
By exposing a 0.5ML graphene film to oxygen at 380

K the intercalation process can be followed in real time
by monitoring the C 1s region. Here, we exposed the
sample to 1 � 10�7 mbar O2, the O2 pressure was
stabilized at 300 K, and within 4 min the sample was
heated to 380 K where it was kept during the remain-
ing oxygen exposure time.
Curve fitting of the C 1s spectra with the same

components as described above gives the evolution
of the components and the corresponding oxygen
phases, as seen in Figure 3 (for a movie of the C 1s
spectra during oxygen exposure see Supporting
Information). Initially the C1 component grows, indicat-
ing a dilute oxygen phase growing underneath the

Figure 3. The time evolution of the components of the C 1s
spectrameasured in real time as 0.5ML graphene on Ir(111)
is exposed to 1 � 10�7 mbar, at 380 K. The spectra were
fitted using the same components as in Figure 1.
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graphene. As the C1 component reaches its maximum,
the C2 component starts to increase due to the forma-
tion of the p(2 � 2)-O structure. Finally, the growth of
the C3 initiates once the C2 component reaches its
maximum value.
The intercalation process followed in real time

shows the subsequent formation of more and more
dense oxygen phases below the graphene flakes. This
picture is fully consistentwithwhat is shown inFigure 1,
where the same C 1s components are seen to appear at
increasing temperatures as more oxygen is able to
intercalate the graphene flakes.
Altogether, our observations suggests the following

picture of oxygen adsorption on Ir(111) supported
graphene. Intercalation requires the presence of bare
iridium and therefore no C 1s core level shift is ob-
served on perfectly closed 1 ML graphene films. The
absence of any C 1s CLS establishes, that graphene can
be grown as a hole-free membrane, impenetrable to
molecular oxygen. On the sample with the partial
0.5 ML graphene coverage O2 dissociation takes place
on bare Ir(111) patches, where a p(2 � 1)-O adlayer is
formed. At 300 K this adlayer remains and no oxygen
penetrates under the graphene flakes. Increasing the
temperature up to 355 K causes more and more
graphene flakes to become intercalated by a dilute
oxygen adatom gas. At higher temperatures around
375 K graphene flakes become intercalated by dense
oxygenp(2� 2)-O andp(2� 1)-O adlayers. For Tg 400 K
a defective oxygen p(2� 1)-O adlayer is present on the
entire Ir(111) surface, be it pristine or covered by
graphene flakes.
Thus the XPS fingerprints of the intercalated

p(2 � 1)-O phase have been determined for the res-
pective core level to be a C 1s CLS of�0.45 to 283.64 eV
and a narrowing of the peak in C 1s, disappearance
of the Ir0 component and appearance of Ir1 and Ir2
components in Ir 4f7/2 and an O 1s peak positioned at
529.9 eV, corresponding to oxygen on Ir(111). Armed
with these fingerprint values of O-intercalated gra-
phene we revisit the previous XPS-studies of atomic
oxygen adsorption on graphene/Ir(111). In the recent
work by Vinogradov et al.14 the authors observed and
assigned an O 1s peak at 529.0 eV to intercalated
oxygen after it was exposed to atomic oxygen at room
temperature. The authors tentatively explained that
the �1 eV CLS with respect to oxygen adsorption on
clean Ir(111) is caused by the overlaying graphene film.
More recently, Larciprete et al.15 questioned this as-
signment (528.8 eV in the work by Larciprete et al.)
based on the oxygen peak desorption behavior. In-
stead they suggested that the ∼529 eV component
should be assigned to O-atoms adsorbed in the moiré
regions closer to the metal substrate in analogy with
the H adsorbates. Since we measure an O 1s binding
energy of 529.9 eV for intercalated oxygen, identical to
oxygen on clean Ir(111), we can rule out that the O 1s

feature at ∼529 eV observed after atomic oxygen
exposure can originate from intercalated oxygen.
Furthermore, we find that intercalation of oxygen is
reflected by a �0.45 eV CLS of the C 1s peak of
graphene. None of the studies by Vinogradov et al. or
Larciprete et al. found C 1s components with a nega-
tive shift that occurred simultaneously with the 529 eV
peak. We therefore agree with Larciprete et al. and
conclude that the O 1s component at 529 eV should be
assigned to something else than intercalated oxygen.
However, at higher oxygen exposures Larciprete et al.

observe a C 1s component at 283.6 eV shifted �0.5 eV
with respect to their C 1s binding energy for pristine
graphene. This peak is according to the authors as-
signed to carbon vacancies. In the corresponding O 1s
spectrum the authors observe a new component at
530.0 eV, which they assign to double bonded CdO.
A shift of �0.5 eV in C 1s spectrum and an O 1s peak
position 530 eV is almost identical to what we observe
for intercalated oxygen. We, therefore, suspect that
a small amount of intercalated oxygen is responsible
for the 283.6 eV C 1s component and 530.0 eV O 1s
components in the work of Larciprete et al.
To gain additional insight into the proposed oxygen

intercalation picture we performed STM investigations.
Figure 4a displays Ir(111) covered with 0.5 ML gra-
phene after oxygen exposure at 355 K. As visualized by
the schematic sketch of Figure 4b the topography in
Figure 4a has four Ir substrate levels separated by
monatomic steps. The step edges partially act as
boundaries of the graphene flakes, but they also grow
over the steps. The Ir areas free of graphene are
covered by atomic oxygen in the (2 � 1) structure
and have a noisy appearance in Figure 4a. The gra-
phene covered areas are rather smooth, but display a
moiré of graphene with the underlying Ir(111) sub-
stratewith a periodicity of 2.53 nmand a corrugation of
0.45 Å. The moiré is well visible in the contrast en-
hanced box in the upper right corner of Figure 4a.
Within the graphene covered area four small islands
with an apparent height of 0.9 Å are present [striped
red-yellow in Figure 4b], close to substrate steps, three
of them next to each other. The area fraction of these
islands is below 5% of the graphene area, consistent
with the small intensity of the C2 and C3 components
for the 355 K C 1s spectrum in Figure 1. We propose
that these small islands represent a dense phase of
intercalated oxygen underneath graphene, either in
the (2� 2) or in the (2� 1) structure, as visualized in the
cross section shown in Figure 4c which is taken along
the blue line in Figure 4a. We assume the other
graphene covered areas to be not intercalated or to
only possess an oxygen lattice gas intercalation phase
consistent with the observation of the CIr and C1
components in the XP-spectra.
Additional evidence for this assignment comes

from Pt deposition experiments. To understand their
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outcome we first review a few previous results related
to graphene on Ir(111). The incommensurate moiré
unit mesh consists of (10.32 � 10.32) graphene unit
cells resting on (9.32 � 9.32) Ir atoms.17 Owing to the
varying lateral positioning of the C-atoms with respect
to Ir, we identify three high symmetry regions in each
moiré unit cell: in an atop area (fcc- and hcp area) we
find underneath the center of a hexagonal carbon ring
an atop Ir site (regular hollow or fcc-site and faulted
hollow or hcp-site). In ref 25 it was found that the bind-
ing of graphene to Ir is dominated by physisorption
with an average binding energy of Eb = 50 meV per
C-atom and an average height of 3.38 Å. However, this
binding ismodulated, withweak chemical bonds in the
hcp- and fcc areas and chemical repulsion in the atop
areas. The weak bonds are formed through weak
hybridization of Ir(5d3z2�r2) orbitals with C(2pz) orbitals,
where C atoms of graphene and Ir substrate atoms sit
in juxtaposition. In the chemically repelled atop areas
(with no C atoms in juxtaposition to Ir atoms) graphene

has a larger distance from the substrate resulting in a
graphene corrugation of about 0.4 Å. Upon Pt deposi-
tion on graphene, the cooperative attack of substrate
Ir(5d3z2�r2) orbitals and deposit Pt(5d3z2�r2) orbitals on
the graphene π-electronic system causes graphene to
locally hybridize from sp2 to sp3 in the hcp areas,
implying chemical bond formation between Ir�C and
C�Pt and thus cluster binding.26 It is evident that a
saturated intercalated oxygen adlayer between Ir and
graphene will prevent Ir�C chemical bond formation
and thereby inhibit graphene rehybridization and thus
impede cluster pinning. Therefore, upon Pt deposition, no
Pt cluster arrays are expected to form in graphene areas
with dense intercalated oxygen phases underneath.
Figure 4d shows the oxygen exposed 0.5 ML gra-

phene sample discussed above after additional deposi-
tion of 0.3 ML Pt at room temperature. More than 95%
of the graphene covered area displays a well ordered
Pt cluster array, consistent with the absence of a dense
oxygen phase corresponding to the C2 or C3 compo-
nents in Figure 1. We have to conclude that the
presence of a dilute oxygen adatom gas underneath
the graphene flakes (the C1 component) does not
impede cluster growth. It is plausible that the oxygen
adatoms of the dilute phase linked to the C1 compo-
nent are sitting preferentially in atop areas underneath
the graphene. There, graphene ismost distant from the
Ir(111) substrate and not even weak bonds between
the two exist. Thus, no (or the smallest) energy penalty
has to be paid for intercalating oxygen under the atop
areas. Upon Pt deposition, this location of the O
adatoms does not disturb the local graphene rehybri-
dization and cluster binding, as it takes place in the hcp
areas where O is absent. Small patches of graphene
without an ordered Pt cluster array are also observed in
Figure 4d. These patches are assigned to the areas
where a dense phase of intercalated oxygen is present.
Our interpretation of the morphology is visualized by
the schematic cross section displayed in Figure 4e,
which is taken along the blue line in Figure 4d. Final
evidence for our assignment comes from Figure 4f. It
represents a surface morphology after a similar treat-
ment as in Figure 4c, but with less Pt deposited. As a
result the clusters are smaller and it is easier to observe
the graphene substrate between the clusters. An anal-
ysis of Figure 4f reveals that the graphene level is 0.9 Å
higher in the cluster-free region as compared to the
graphene substrate with clusters, thereby confirming
our interpretation. We note that to distinguish be-
tween intercalated and nonintercalated graphene
areas on Ru, Ru postdeposition has been used, though
resulting in a weaker contrast and probably not related
to graphene rehybridization.27

Next we give the real space view of the 400 K C 1s
spectrum shown in Figure 1, that is, after exposing an
0.5 ML graphene covered Ir(111) sample to O2 at 400 K.
Figure 5a shows the corresponding STM topograph.

Figure 4. (a) STM topograph of Ir(111) covered with 0.5 ML
graphene after exposure to 750 L of O2 at 355 K. In the
contrast enhancedbox in the upper right corner themoiré is
visible. Image size 70 nm � 70 nm. (b) Schematic represen-
tation of panel a in top view. Full black line, Ir step edge; red,
graphene on Ir(111) (G/Ir in the schematics); striped brown-
yellow, Ir with adsorbed O (O/Ir); striped red-yellow, gra-
phene with intercalated oxygen(G/O/Ir). (c) (Upper panel)
schematic cross section along blue line as indicated in panels
a and b: brown, Ir; red, graphene; yellow dots, adsorbed
oxygen atoms. (Lower panel) STM height profile along blue
line in panel a. (d) STM topograph of the samepreparation as
in panel a, but with additional deposition of 0.3 ML Pt at
300 K. The white arrow indicates an area where no cluster
array was formed on graphene. Image size 70 nm � 95 nm.
(e)Upperpanel: schematic cross section along theblue line in
panel d: black, Pt; other colors as in panel c. Lower panel:
height profile along blue line in panel d. (f) STM topograph
after similar preparation as in paneld, but lessPtwas used for
postdeposition. Image size 50 nm � 35 nm.
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The graphene flakes in the lower part of the topograph
display no visible moiré contrast. However, the gra-
phene flake in the upper image part attached to an
ascending step displays clear moiré contrast. After
oxygen exposure at 400 K such flakes with clear moiré
contrast are rare in the overall topography. We con-
clude that the nature of these flakes must be different.
An unambiguous interpretation is again possible with
the help of Pt deposition. Figure 5b shows the sample
after an additional 0.3 ML Pt deposited at 300 K. Except
for a small flake indicated by an arrow in the lower part of
Figure 5b, no cluster arrays are formed on the graphene
flakes. The Pt agglomerates to a few large clusters which
are randomly distributed on the flakes. Also decoration of
the graphene flake edges by Pt is apparent. Thisfinding is
consistent with our conclusions based on the XPS data,
namely that at 400 K the vast majority of the graphene
area has a dense p(2 � 1)-O adlayer intercalated, corre-
sponding to the C3 component.
Analysis of a large number of STM images of oxygen

exposed graphene reveals the following features. (i) At
355 K the phase boundaries between dense and dilute
intercalation areas are sharp. (ii) At 355 K the phase
boundaries largely follow the moiré structure. Densely

intercalated areas are mostly quantized laterally in
units of themoiré cell. (iii) At 355 K densely intercalated
areas are typically attached to substrate steps covered
by graphene, mostly close to a location where a
graphene flake crosses a substrate step. The interca-
lated areas are only found under graphene flakes
grown over a step edge. (iv) At 400 K graphene flakes
are either fully intercalated with a p(2� 1)-O intercala-
tion phase or only with a dilute adatom gas. Not a
single phase boundary within a graphene flake is ob-
served out of a sample ofmore than 103 graphene flakes.
(v) At 400 K few graphene flakes without a p(2 � 1)-O
intercalation layer remain. They are all among the smal-
lest ones. (vi) At 400 K the apparent moiré corrugation of
intercalated flakes with≈0.1 Å is substantially lower than
the one of nonintercalated ones with ≈0.45 Å.
The sharpness of the phase boundaries at 355 K (i)

and their relation to themoiré (ii) most likely trace back
to the binding energy inhomogeneity of graphene on
Ir(111) mentioned above. When a dense oxygen ad-
layer is formed underneath graphene, the more strongly
bound hcp and fcc areas need to be delaminated from
the graphene. In consequence they form an obstacle
for the expansion of the intercalated dense O phase
and sharp phase boundaries are formed between the
oxygen adatom lattice gas (not requiring delamination,
as O is located primarily in the atop areas) and the
O-islands in the p(2 � 2) or p(2 � 1) phase. Findings
iii�v tell us about the pathway of intercalation. The
formation of a dense phase of atomic oxygen on the
Ir(111) surface under the graphene flake encompasses
two basic steps: (a) delamination of the graphene flake
starting at its edge and (b) oxygen transport under the
flake through surface diffusion to establish a dense
oxygen intercalation phase. The fact that after oxygen
exposure at 400 K all large graphene flakes are fully
intercalatedwith a p(2� 1)-O oxygen phase, while only
a few small graphene flakes are not delaminated, tells
us immediately that at this temperature the formation
of the p(2 � 1)-O intercalation layer is not diffu-
sion limited but boundary limited. Diffusion limitation
wouldmake it difficult for the phase boundary to reach
the center of large graphene flakes (which is not the
case), while boundary limitation says that the key
process is to propagate the p(2 � 1)-O ad-layer on
the Ir(111) terrace through the flake edge underneath
the graphene flake, that is, to pass the flake edge.
Moreover, the absence of phase boundaries under-
neath the graphene flakes tells that the delamination
of a flake at 400 K must be considered as a single, fast
event.
In Figure 5c we plot the observed fraction Pint of

p(2 � 1)-O intercalated and delaminated graphene
flakes confined to a single Ir terrace as a function of the
flake perimeter length l. Graphene flakes that are not
confined to a single Ir terrace, that is, that grow across a
substrate step, are not included in the statistics (see

Figure 5. (a) STM topograph of Ir(111) covered with 0.5 ML
graphene after exposure to 750 L of O2 at 400 K. Image size
70 nm� 70 nm. (b) STM topograph after same preparation
as in panel a, but with additional deposition of 0.3 ML Pt at
300 K. The arrow indicates a small graphene flake with Pt
cluster array (see text). Image size 140 nm � 140 nm (c) Pro-
babilityPint for aflake tobe intercalatedat400Kbyap(2� 1)-O
adlayer as a function of flake perimeter length l (see text). The
confidence level represented by the error bars is 66%. No
errors are given for less than seven perimeter lengths in a bin.
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below). This implies that our analysis is not valid for a
percolated graphene film with holes or even for the
perfectly closed layer. For the analysis we evaluated l

for a total of 177 graphene flakes. It is obvious from the
analysis that Pint is a strongly increasing function of
l. Pint reaches unity for flakes with a perimeter of 80 nm
and beyond. Assuming that the propagation of the
p(2 � 1)-O adlayer beyond the flake edge is a process
with a small probability that is attempted indepen-
dently and randomly along the flake edge yields an
initial linear increase of Pint with l, which has to level off,
when approaching Pint = 1, as observed.
Why is it difficult for oxygen to propagate the p(2 �

1)-O adlayer underneath the graphene flake edge and
what is the nature of this unlocking-process? As shown
by Lacovig et al.,28 the graphene flake edge dangling
bonds tend to bind to the Ir substrate. Therefore the
flakes bend down at the edge, as indicated in the sche-
matics of Figure 4c. While single oxygen adsorbates;
forming an oxygen adatom lattice gas;may diffuse
underneath the graphene flake into the unbound atop
areas without lifting the flake edge and the flake itself
to a significant extent, the formation of a dense oxygen
adlayer requires the entire unbinding of graphene.
Unbinding of a graphene moiré unit cell at the flake
edge requires unbinding of the flake edge bonds plus
unbinding of the graphene moiré unit cell adjacent to
the edge. In contrast, the unbinding of amoiré unit cell
within the flake requires no additional unbinding of
edge bonds. The force required for the unbinding of a
moiré unit cell at the flake edge is therefore evidently
larger than the one for unbinding a cell in the interior of
the flake. This explains why even very large flakes are
delaminated rapidly, once the phase boundary passed
the flake edge. For graphene flakes confined to a single
Ir(111) substrate terrace, unbinding of the graphene
flake edge may therefore be considered as the rate
limiting step in intercalation at 400 K.
The additional question arises, how the adsorbed

oxygen on the terracemay exert the unbinding force at
the graphene edge. To answer this question it is of key
importance to note that close to saturation the adsorp-
tion energy of oxygen on Ir(111) decreases consider-
ably because of repulsive adsorbate�adsorbate
interactions.20,29 Consider now the saturated p(2 � 1)-O
adlayer at the graphene flake edge. The adlayer exerts
a one-dimensional pressure (force per unit length)
on the graphene flake edge, as a local expansion of
the adlayer into the space underneath the flake
will increase the binding energy (larger adsorbate
separation). Through local fluctuations in coverage
(and thus force) at some point along the flake edge,
unbinding will occur. The probability for an unbinding
event at the flake edge will be proportional to the
perimeter of the edge, as observed. It is followed by
rapid expansion of the adlayer underneath the flakes.
The fixed chemical potential of the gas phase will

replenish oxygen on the Ir(111) terrace until eventually
the p(2 � 1)-O adlayer is established on the entire
surface, on the bare Ir terrace and under the graphene
flakes. These considerations also explain why delamina-
tion does not start in the center of a graphene flake:
although someoxygen is present there, its concentration
is low and thus so is the force that can be exerted to
unbind. Our experiments related to the energetics of
intercalation presented in what follows (Figure 7 and 8
with discussion) are fully consistent with the above
picture. However, we are unable to specify the unbind-
ing process in terms of the atomistic reaction pathways
and potential energy barriers. To this end density func-
tional theory calculations and more detailed experi-
ments are highly desirable.
In the description of Figure 5b we noted that the Pt

deposition causes an edge decoration of flakes dela-
minated by an intercalated (2� 1) adsorbate layer. This
edge decoration with Pt-clusters is absent for small
flakes that have not been delaminated and which
display a regular cluster array. In the picture proposed
above, the Pt edge decoration is expected: After
unbinding the graphene edges from the substrate
they are likely to be reactive and will consequently
act as heterogeneous nucleation sites for Pt.
While our concept of edge unbinding as a rate

limiting step for the formation of dense oxygen ad-
layers underneath graphene flakes explains all of our
observations convincingly, it is worthwhile to consider
an alternative scenario based on the oxygen intercala-
tion experiments on Ru(0001). Sutter et al.10 and
Starodub et al.11 observed that once the oxygen
exposure to Ru(0001) stops, O disappears from under
graphene flakes already at 550 K and close to the edge
of a graphene flake deintercalation takes place first. An
alternative interpretation of the Pt decoration experi-
ment of Figure 5b would then be that for the small
graphene flakes the oxygen has leaked out by the time
of the STM analysis, while the edges of the large flakes
would, after some oxygen loss at the edges, rebind to
the Ir, keeping the O trapped inside. Instead of hin-
dered intercalation under small flakes, our Pt postdepo-
sition experiments would then visualize the more rapid
deintercalation of oxygen from under small flakes. The
edge decoration of the large flakes would then not be
the consequence of reactive flake edges but of gra-
phene rebound to the substrate. This scenario based on
oxygen intercalation under graphene on Ru(0001) ex-
periments does not apply for the following two reasons.
(1) Oxygen adsorption on Ir(111) is a true 2D adsorp-

tion system. Thus, once the sample is saturated with
oxygen in a p(2 � 1)-adlayer only combustion with
graphene (T > 550 K) or oxygen desorption (T > 750 K)
might lower the surface coverage. Both processes
possess onset temperatures well above 400 K and are
thus irrelevant. As the oxygen adlayer was saturated in
a pressure of 1� 10�5 mbar, an unreasonable amount
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of energy would be necessary to compress the satu-
rated O adlayer in consequence of deintercalation.
There is no space to go for the oxygen from under a
flake; all surrounding Ir terraces are saturated with
oxygen.
(2) A striking proof that the above scenario fails is

contained in Figure 6. Figure 6a displays Pt-clusters
grown on the graphene flakes before oxygen exposure.
Upon oxygen exposure at 400 K with an oxygen
pressure of 1� 10�7 mbar the Pt cluster arrays of large
graphene flakes suddenly disorder after an exposure to
6 L. The final state is shown in Figure 6b after 145 L (for
an extended image sequence see Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information). The clusters become mobile
and coalesce to form large clusters, which are less
dense and irregularly distributed on the flakes.
Figure 6c displays a small and several larger graphene
flakes after a similar experiment. While the large
graphene flakes display detached clusters, the array
on the small graphene flake indicated by the white
arrow is still intact. Our interpretation is as follows:
Upon O2 exposure oxygen adsorbs on the Ir(111)
terrace and intercalates under the graphene flakes in
the very same way, as if the clusters would not be
present. Upon formation of a dense oxygen intercala-
tion layer, graphene becomes detached from the Ir-
(111) substrate and the local sp3 hybridization is lifted.
In consequence the clusters are unbound, become

mobile, and aggregate to larger entities which even-
tually come to rest. Our observations imply that the
increased delamination energy due to cluster binding
is not a substantial hindrance for the formation of a
dense intercalation layer. Our observations also imply
that where the cluster array was not destroyed, as for
the small graphene flake in the lower part of Figure 6c,
no dense oxygen layer intercalated. Thereby, the sce-
nario developed above on the basis of observations
related to oxygen intercalation under graphene on
Ru(0001) is refuted.
Coming back to our list of observations extracted

from the STM images, observation iii at 355 K indicates
that graphene flakes extending over several terraces
are somewhat special. At this lower temperature,
densely intercalated areas are typically attached to

substrate steps covered by graphene, mostly close to
a location where a graphene flake crosses a substrate
step (compare Figure 4a; additional examples are
visible in the large scale topograph in Figure S7 of
the Supporting Information). Our interpretation is as
follows: Where a graphene flake grows over a substrate
step a larger graphene�Ir separation is found.30 There-
fore at these locations oxygen more easily unbinds the
graphene locally and diffuses in under the flake along
the more spacious tunnel formed through the gra-
phene flake and the ascending step. Occasionally
oxygen is able to unbind a small area adjacent to the
tunnel and spreads away from the step forming a
dense intercalation patch. Note that one of the four
small intercalation patches in Figure 4a has a small gap
to the substrate step. We observe that the shape of
intercalation patches may fluctuate while imaging.
Therefore small intercalation patches may also be
pinched off the substrate step or a patch connected
to it. We emphasize that single intercalation patches
are not found in the central area of a substrate terrace
covered by graphene (compare Figure S7). As at 355 K
we never observe entire intercalated flakes, we con-
clude that at this low temperature the delamination of
graphene within the flake is an effective barrier for the
spreading of the dense oxygen intercalation phase.
We note that we are unable to identify the rate

limiting step for the formation of the oxygen adatom
lattice gas under graphene flakes with certainty. We
assume that it is just the onset of the surface diffusion
of atomic oxygen on Ir(111) that enables its formation.
At least the increase of the p(2� 1)-O domain size from
room temperature to 400 K as seen by STM is consis-
tent with this assumption.
The substantially reduced corrugation of the moiré

(vi) after delamination of the graphene through inter-
calated oxygen is fully consistent with our XPS experi-
ments. When we discussed Figure 1, we noted that the
reduced GFWHM of the new C3 component represent-
ing graphene floating on intercalated oxygen indicates
a reduced height modulation. This is exactly what we
observe in STM.
Now we address the question whether atomic oxy-

gen, once formed on the bare Ir(111) terraces, is more

Figure 6. STM topographs of 0.3 ML Pt deposited at 300 K on 0.5 ML graphene/Ir(111). (a) Imaged at 400 K before oxygen
exposure. (b) Imagedat 400Kduringoxygenexposure to 1� 10�7mbar ofO2 after 1930 s (145 L). (c) STM topographof 0.3ML
Pt deposited at 300 K on 0.2 ML graphene/Ir(111) after exposure to 750 L of O2. Arrow indicates nondelaminated graphene
flake (see text). Image sizes are (a and b) 120 nm � 100 nm and (c) 70 nm � 70 nm.
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strongly bound underneath the graphene flakes than
on the bare Ir. We already demonstrated that no
covalent bonds are formed between oxygen and
graphene (absence of XPS signatures for ethers and
epoxy groups). However, if intercalated oxygen would
cause a strong charge transfer of graphene from
electrostatic interaction, an enhanced binding energy
of oxygen underneath graphene could result.
In a first experimentwe exposed 0.5ML graphene on

Ir(111) to 750 L O2 at room temperature. As described
above, intercalation is absent and the p(2 � 1)-O
structure is present only on the bare Ir(111) patches
at this temperature. Subsequently, we heated the
sample to 410 K in the absence of an applied oxygen
pressure. The C 1s region was monitored during heat-
ing. In Figure 7a the first and the last C 1s spectrum of
the experiment are displayed. Figure 7b shows the
result from curve fitting of the C 1s spectra taken
during the heating. The components are the same as
in Figure 1. Initially, only the CIr component is present
in Figure 7a. Upon heating the CIr component is seen to
decrease, whereas the C1 component increases. A very
small C2 component is also seen in the temperature
interval 380�410 K. After heating to 410 K a visible
shift toward lower binding energy is observed and
the spectrum can be deconvoluted by the CIr (82%),
C1 (16%) and C2 (2%) components.
The observation of the C1 component tells that a

dilute oxygen lattice gas formed below many gra-
phene flakes when the surface is heated to 410 K.

The absence of the C3 component implies the absence
of a p(2 � 1)-O adlayer below graphene. The marginal
size of the C2 component implies an only marginal size
of p(2 � 2)-O adlayers below graphene. Oxygen com-
bustion with graphene during the heating can be
excluded as we observe that above 550 K. Consistent
with these XPS findings regular cluster arrays form on
the graphene flakes when Pt is deposited afterward
(compare Figure 7c), except in a few locations at the
edges of graphene flakes. These disturbed areas (see
arrow in Figure 7c) may be linked to the small magni-
tude of the C2 component.
Without applied oxygen pressure no dense oxygen

adlayer forms underneath the graphene flake. The
outcome of this experiment is consistent with our
considerations described above. The dilute adatom
gas forms underneath, as this enables lowering the
concentration of oxygen on the terrace and thereby
increasing the average oxygen binding energy to Ir-
(111).20 As the initially saturated p(2 � 1)-O adlayer on
the Ir terraces decreases in oxygen density, the force
exerted by it on the graphene flakeswill rapidly drop to
an extent that graphene delamination does not take
place, or only to a marginal extent. While this experi-
ment is fully consistent with the absence of an ener-
getic preference for oxygen to reside underneath
graphene, it does not prove its absence.
In a second experiment we titrated intercalated

oxygen with CO, which can be seen as the reverse
experiment of oxygen intercalation. Initially, a surface

Figure 7. The 0.5 ML graphene/Ir(111) was exposed to 750 L of O2 at 300 K and subsequently heated to 410 K. The (a) first
(325 K) and last (410 K) C 1s spectra taken during heating are displayed. The experimental data are shown as dots and the fits
as red lines. (b) Partial coverages of the fit components CIr, C1, and C2 for the spectra are plotted as a function of temperature.
(c) STM topograph takenafter the experiment visualized in panels a andb, butwith additional depositionof 0.3MLPt at 300 K.
Image size is 140 nm �220 nm.
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covered with 0.5 ML graphene was exposed to 750 L of
O2 at 410 K to obtain full intercalation. After oxygen
intercalation the sample was heated to 490 K and
exposed to 5 � 10�9 mbar of CO. The titration was
followed in real time by acquisition of the C 1s region
and the Ir 4f region. We note that a temperature of
490 K is too low for graphene etching or oxygen
desorption. Details about the etching of graphene will
be discussed in a forthcoming publication.
The C 1s spectra are shown in Figure 8a as an image

plot. The CO dose is given on the x-axis, and the
binding energy is given on the y-axis, while the in-
tensity is shown with color code. The corresponding Ir
4f7/2 spectra were fitted with the same components as
in Figure 2 and the resulting peak areas of the surface
components are shown in Figure 8b. Initially, a small
negative CLS in the C 1s region develops, simulta-
neously with the Ir2 component decrease. Once the Ir2
component reached zero the C 1s CLS matches ex-
tremely well with the fingerprint of graphene inter-
calated by a p(2 � 2)-O structure, that is, with the
position of the C2 component (see Figure 8a). After the
Ir2 component disappeared the Ir1 component starts to
decrease and the C 1s CLS decreases rapidly. This
implies that oxygen deintercalates to an extent that
graphene adheres again to Ir(111), that is, relaminates

Ir(111). Once, the C 1s peak reaches the CIr peak
position, the coverage of Ir1 atoms has dropped to
approximately half of the coverage as compared to the
measured coverage of the p(2 � 2)-O structure at the
dashed line at 3 L CO. We conclude that at this point
of the titration we have the p(2 � 2)-O structure on
the bare Ir and fully laminated graphene flakes. This is a
key finding: despite the fact that the titration reaction
removes oxygen only from the bare Ir terraces (CO
cannot penetrate under graphene at the low pressure
applied31), at this point the oxygen concentration on
the bare Ir terraces is larger than underneath the
graphene flakes. Apparently graphene expels oxygen.
This finding can only be understood, if oxygen en-
ergetically prefers to reside on the bare Ir rather than
underneath graphene flakes. Thus, the CO titration
experiment directly proves that O-intercalation weak-
ens the binding of graphene to the substrate, since an
overall binding energy gain of graphene bonded to the
Ir(111) substrate is the only way to explain the ener-
getic preference of oxygen on the bare Ir(111). Further,
titration diminishes the remaining Ir1 component due
to loss of oxygen from the terraces and eventually we
are left with clean Ir(111) partly covered by noninter-
calated graphene.

CONCLUSIONS

Our studies show that under an applied oxygen
pressure no intercalation under a closed graphene
layer takes place. Graphene on Ir(111) can be grown
as an impenetrable hole-free membrane. In contrast,
for 0.5 ML graphene coverage a temperature-depen-
dent intercalation behavior is observed. Up to 300 K no
intercalation takes place. With increasing temperature
more and more flakes are intercalated by a dilute
oxygen adatom lattice gas. This gas coexists with the
dense p(2 � 1)-O adlayer on the bare Ir(111) terraces.
Its formation is not associated with graphene flake
delamination. At 355 K first small patches of interca-
lated dense oxygen adlayer are observed, coexisting
with the intercalated oxygen adatom lattice gas. Oxy-
gen adlayer patches are found adjacent to substrate
edges covered by graphene resulting from oxygen
indiffusion along the spacious tunnel formed by the
substrate step and the graphene flake. At 400 K all
graphene flakes with a perimeter length larger than
80 nm are intercalated by a p(2� 1)-O adsorbate layer.
Flakes confined to a single Ir terrace and with a
perimeter length below 80 nm resist intercalation
through a dense oxygen adlayer the more likely the
shorter their perimeter length is. The rate limiting
process for delamination of such graphene flakes
through intercalated oxygen is thus the unbinding of
the graphene flake edges from the substrate. Once
unbinding took place at a location at the flake bound-
ary, at 400 K fast delamination and intercalation of the
entire flake takes place.

Figure 8. The 0.5 ML graphene/Ir(111) was exposed to 1 �
10�5 mbar of O2 for 100 s at 410 K. After oxygen intercala-
tion the sample was heated to 490 K and exposed to 5 �
10�9 mbar of CO. In panel a the development of the C 1s
peak upon CO exposure, from the initial oxygen interca-
lated position to the position of pristine graphene/Ir(111) is
seen, and in in panel b the relative surface intensity of the
oxygen induced Ir surface components is displayed. Both
the Ir 4f7/2 and C 1s core levels were followed in real time.
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With XPS and STMwe determined the fingerprints of
the intercalated p(2 � 1)-O phase to be the following:
(i) A �0.45 eV CLS of the C 1s peak originating from
C-atoms in graphene, (ii) a 15% narrowing of the C 1s
peakwidth, (iii) a singleO 1s componentwith BEof 529.9
eV, (iv) disappearance of the Ir surface component and
appearance of Ir1�O andO�Ir2�O components with an
Ir 4f7/2 BE of 60.62 and 61.11 eV, respectively, (v) a by
0.9 Å increased height of areas or entire flakes over the
one of pristine graphene, (vi) a drastically reduced
apparent moiré corrugation around 0.1 Å, and (vii) the
lack of a regular Pt cluster array after room temperature
Pt deposition, caused by the suppression of graphene
rehybridization through the intercalated oxygen. The
formation of the p(2 � 1)-O structure with molecular
oxygen is fundamentally different from the formation
of the epoxy groups, esters, quinons, and lactones that

has been reported to form upon exposure to atomic
oxygen.
Intercalation of dense oxygen adlayers requires an

applied oxygen pressure. It is necessary to exert and
maintain the oxygen induced forces on graphene flakes
to enable them to unbind from the substrate. An applied
oxygen pressure not only causes delamination of pure
graphene from Ir(111), but also of graphene flakes with
Pt cluster arrays. In the absence of an applied oxygen
pressure a p(2 � 1)-O adlayer on the bare Ir terraces
relaxes by formation of an oxygen adatom lattice gas
underneath graphene flakes, enabling an increase of the
average binding energy per oxygen adsorbate slightly.
From CO titration experiments we conclude that inter-
calated graphene flakes expel oxygen. Graphene ener-
getically prefers to reside on clean Ir(111) rather than to
float less bound on an intercalated dense oxygen layer.

METHODS
The XPS experiments were performed at beamline I31132 at

the MAX IV Laboratory, and scanning tunneling microscopy
experiments (STM) were carried out in Cologne in an ultrahigh
vacuum variable temperature STM-apparatus. The base pres-
sure in both systems was better than 1 � 10�10 mbar.
The Ir(111) crystal was cleaned by cycles of Arþ (XPS) or Xeþ

(STM) sputtering at room temperature with subsequent O2

treatment at 1200 K (1 � 10�7 mbar, 10 min), followed by
vacuum annealing to above 1400 K. No subsurface Ar gas
bubbles were observed with the STM and we can thus exclude
that such subsurface bubbles modified the intercalation process,
as Jin et al. reported for oxygen intercalation on graphene/
Ru(0001).33 Temperatures are measured with a chromel-alumel
thermocouple spot-welded to the side of the crystal.
The growth of a partial graphene layer with 0.5 ML (0.95 ML)

coverage was performed by three (10) cycles of ethylene (C2H4)
adsorption until saturation at room temperature followed by
thermal decomposition at 1400 K.16,17 Here, 1 ML (monolayer)
graphene corresponds to full coverage of the Ir(111) substrate.
The resulting 0.5 ML graphene is not yet percolated and consists
of flakes and coalesced flakes with a broad size distribution with
CE diameters of 10�100 nm. The 0.95ML graphene is percolated
and displays in STMuncovered Ir(111) patches at distances of the
order of micrometers. The perfectly closed 1 ML graphene was
grown by one cycle of adsorption and thermal decomposition
followed by chemical vapor deposition of ethylene (p = 1� 10�7

mbar) for 2400 s at 1170 K.34 These growth recipes yield for
all graphene coverages only the well-known incommensurate
(9.32� 9.32)moiré superstructurewith the dense packed rows of
graphene and Ir(111) inparallelwith a scatter of less than(0.5�.17

The quality and uniqueness of orientation of the prepared
graphene and the absence of differently oriented domains was
checked by low energy electron diffract (LEED) in both the STM
and the XPS chamber.
In the XPS chamber the absence of CO adsorption at room

temperature confirmed the closure of the 1 ML graphene layer. In
the STM chamber the full coverage with graphene was directly
confirmed by lowmagnification STM imaging all over the sample.
Oxygen exposure is conducted in an O2 pressure of 1� 10�5

mbar for 100 s, if not specified otherwise. The resulting dose of
750 L is more than an order of magnitude larger than what is
necessary to reach saturation coverage on Ir(111).23,24 High
purity Pt was sublimatedwith a commercial E-beam evaporator,
resulting in a typical deposition rate of 3 � 10�2 ML/s. Pt
coverages are defined, such that 1 ML corresponds to the
surface atomic density of Ir(111). During Pt-deposition the
sample was kept at 300 K and the pressure remained in the

low 10�10 mbar range. The Pt evaporator was calibrated in the
STM chamber by determination of the fractional area of mono-
layer Pt-islands deposited onto clean Ir(111).
All XP-spectra were collected in normal emissionwith photon

energies of 190 eV for Ir 4f, 390 eV for C 1s, and 650 eV for O 1s.
The total energy resolution of the light and analyzer is better
than 45, 60, and 200 meV for the respective core level spectra.
The spectra were fitted with Doniach��Sunji�c functions con-
voluted with Gaussians. A linear background was used for the
curve fitting. The C 1s curve fitting of the stepwise O2 dosing
experiment [Figure 1 and S1] was performed simultaneously for
all temperature steps. STM imaging was conducted at room
temperature, if not specified otherwise. STM images were post-
processed using the WSxM software.35
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